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 Index     

  Note: Activity titles are shown in bold.       

  Abbreviated txt     41–2    
  About me     139    
 academic English    26, 92–3    see also   advanced 

vocabulary study   
 acronyms pronounced as words    195    
  Acrostics     247    
 activities, verb phrases to describe    43–4    
 adjective to adverb shift    196    
 adjectives    90–1    
 Advanced vocabulary study    155–96   
    exploring vocabulary items    162–96    
    using dictionaries and thesauri    156–61     
 adverbs    90–1   
    use in phrasal verbs    74–5     
 affi xes    5, 85–9    see also   prefi xes  ;   suffi xes   
  All you know about a word     188    
  American Corpus of Contemporary English   

  45, 62, 145, 163, 173    
 American English    180, 182–3    
  Analysing meanings     167–9    
 and, expressions linked by    66–7    
 animals and their noises    58–9    
 antonyms    6, 13, 36, 133–4    
 appropriateness of lexical items    6, 179–81    
  Areas of expertise     26    
  Arrange along a continuum     129–31    
 assessment   see   vocabulary assessment  ; 

  vocabulary testing   
  Association dominoes     136–7    
 associations between lexical items    27–59, 

136–8, 175–6    
 Australian English    182–3      

  Babylon  (translation and dictionary 
programme)    14    

  Beetle hangman     233–4    
 bilingual dictionaries    14    
 bingo    119    
 blending of words    195    
 board, writing items in a ‘scatter’    108    
  Book, play or movie titles     78    
 borrowing from other languages    195    
  Brainstorm round a theme     29–30    
 brainstorming  
    abstract themes    29–30    
    hyponyms    27–8    
    teaching tip    30    

    synonyms and paraphrases    35    
    target number of items    232     
 British English    180, 182–3    
  British National Corpus     45, 62, 94, 145, 163, 

173    
 business English    26, 179–81    
 Building on contexts and associations

    27–59    
 Building on the individual    21–26    
 Building on word structure    81–93      

 calque (loan-translation)    195    
  Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary   

  46, 60    
  Cambridge Dictionary Online     14    
 categorization    13, 126–32    
  Chain associations round the class     31    
 chat, abbreviations used in    41–2    
 chunks (lexical chunks)    3, 64–5    
 classroom language    11    
  Classroom language     21–2    
 classroom wall displays    134    
 clichés    78    
 clipping of words    195    
 cloze    8, 143, 211    
  Cloze     211    
 cognates    9, 53–5    
 coinage of new words or expressions    193–6    
 collocations    3, 5, 32–4, 45, 60–3, 145–8, 

162, 165   
    L1 interference in links    184     
  Compare collocations     184    
  Comparing proverbs     69–71    
 competition in the class, motivational 

aspects     160    
 componential analysis    167–9    
 compound nouns    79–80    
 compound words    64–5    
 compounding of words    196    
 computer translations    170    
 concordances    81, 163, 172–4    
  Connect two     138    
 connotations    5, 129, 162, 165, 177–8    
  Connotations     177–8    
 context  
    appropriate/inappropriate items    6, 179–81    
    cloze tests    211    
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 Context (cont.) 
    precise meanings of lexical items    171    
    vocabulary review activities    135–54    
    words to fi t    32–4     
 contexts and associations    27–59    
 corpora to refer to    45, 62–3, 81, 92, 94, 145, 

163, 183    
 correcting mistakes  
    corrective feedback    8    
    error feedback    17    
    oral work    17    
    written work    17     
 corrective feedback    8    
 country names    99–100    
 coursebook instructions, items to teach    21–2    
  Creating compound nouns     79–80    
  Criss-cross     237–40    
  Crossword Puzzle Games  website    244    
  Crosswords     244    
  Cuckoo     141    
 cultural differences  
    appropriate vocabulary    6    
    connotations of words    5       

 dates  
    forms in writing and in speech    104–5    
    signifi cant dates    104–5     
 days of the week    104–5    
 denotation    5, 177    
 derivatives    9    
 diagnostic assessment    8    
  Diamante poems     133–4    
 dictation  
    gapfi ll    142    
    single words    110    
    translation into L1    111     
  Dictation-based tests     208    
 dictionaries  
    advanced vocabulary study    156–61    
    bilingual    14    
    defi nitions of words    5    
    digital    14    
    etymological    189    
    for learners    46    
    online    14, 46    
    speeding up the looking-up process    160–1    
    student access to    46    
    types of information provided    156–7    
    ways of using    12, 14, 60–1     
  Dicto-gloss     153    
 digital dictionaries    14    
  Does it have an opposite?     36    
  Draw a word     113      

  Easy cloze     143    
 email, abbreviated text forms    41–2    

 English for Specifi c Purposes    9, 26    
 eponymy    195    
 errors   see   correcting mistakes   
 etymological abbreviations    191    
 etymology    54, 162, 188–91    
 events, verb phrases to describe    43    
  Exploring affi xes     85–7    
 Exploring vocabulary items    162–193      

 ‘false friends’    56–7    
 fi gurative meaning    172–4    
  Find a new word     88–9    
  Find a one-word verb that means the same!   

  76–7    
  Find four collocations     145–8    
 fi xed phrases    196    
  Flexible odd one out     132    
 Focus on word combinations    60–69    
  ForBetterEnglish  website    45, 62    
 formal language    6, 179–81    
 formative assessment    7–8    
 frequency lists    9    
  From Greek and Latin (1)     92–3    
  From Greek and Latin (2)     94–5    
 functional shift of words    196      

 game-like teaching strategies    16    see also 
  Mainly for fun   

  Gapfi ll dictations     142    
  Gapfi lls     200–1    
 gapfi ll text    143    
 genres of texts    179    
  German or Latin?     189–91    
 Germanic roots of words    189–91    
 Google™    63, 92, 163    
 Google Images™    136    
  Gradual erase     151    
 Graham, Carolyn    249    
 grammatical forms of lexical items    4    
 grammatical items    3    
 Greek nouns used in English    92–3    
 Greek roots    5, 94–5, 191    
  Guessing     112    
  Guess it fi rst     161    
  Guess them fast!     114–18      

 hangman, Beetle version    233–4    
 hedges at the end of sentences    67    
 higher-order thinking skills, use in vocabulary 

review    16    
 hinting and questioning    112, 114–18, 141    
 history of the English language    189–91   
    historical meaning of words    192, 193    
    historical spelling of words    185–7     
 Holmes, Vicki    134    
 homographs    13    
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 homonyms    13    
 homophones    13    
  How do you say it in English?     25    
  How else could you say it?     35    
  How many languages do we speak 

between us?     103    
  How many more can you think of?     27–8    
  How well do you know this word?     226    
 hyponyms    6, 27–8, 176      

  Identifying lexical phrases     64–5    
  Idioms and their meanings     72–3    
 inappropriate choice of items    179–81    
 Indian English    182–3    
 informal language    6, 179–81    
 initials which become words    195    
 instructions, items to teach    21–2    
 interactive items to teach    21–2    
 international communication, local 

Englishes    182–3    
  Is it appropriate?     179–81    
  It doesn’t mean quite the same thing (1)   

  162–4    
  It doesn’t mean quite the same thing (2)     165–6    
 Items in context    135–154    
  It’s the same in my language – or is it?     56–7      

 jargon    6    
  Jazz chants     249–50    
  JustTheWord  website    45, 62      

 L1 interference in collocations    184    
 languages, names of    103    
 Latin nouns used in English    92–3    
 Latin roots    5, 94–5    
 Latinate roots of words    189–91    
 Laufer, Batia    222    
  Learner-composed tests     221    
  Learner lists     220    
 lexical chunks    3, 64–5    
 lexical frequency profi le    8    
  Lexical frequency profi le     222    
 lexical items  
    defi nition    3    
    features that need to be learned    4–6    
    grammatical forms    4    
    no longer in use    193    
    productive aspects    4    
    receptive aspects    4    
    spoken form    4    
    written form    4     
 lexical phrases    64–5    
 lexical sets    12–13, 27–8    
  Lextutor  website    8, 9, 10, 45, 145, 163, 173    
 LG site    41    
 linking words (and, or)    66–7    

 listening, reconstructing a passage    153    
  Listing from memory     107    
 lists, mind-map arrangement    28    
  Literal or metaphorical     172–4    
 loan-translation    195    
  Local Englishes     182–3    
  Looking up words faster     160      

 Mainly for fun    228–50   
    pronunciation games    248–50    
    spelling games    229–36    
    use of vocabulary games    245    
    word games    237–47     
 meaning    4   
    analysing sets of words    167–9    
    changes over time    192, 193    
    differences in apparent synonyms    162–4    
    draw a word    113    
    fi gurative    172–4    
    metaphorical    172–4    
    mime a word    113    
    of affi xes    86    
    of phrasal verbs    74–5    
    original meaning of words    192    
    precise meaning within a context    171    
    shift or extension    192, 193, 196    
    single words    107–34    
    subtle differences in translations    165–6    
    word meaning tests    218–19    
    words with multiple meanings    45–6     
  Meanings of phrasal verbs     74–5    
 Meara, Paul    27, 213    
 memorization    150–1    
 memory game    120–2    
 metalanguage associated with vocabulary 

learning    176    
 metaphorical meanings    45–6, 172–4    
 mime a word    113    
 mind maps    28    
 mistakes, L1 interference in collocations    184    

see also   correcting mistakes   
 months of the year    104–5    
 morphemes    5    
 morphology of lexical items    5    
 Moulton, Margaret    134    
 movie titles    78    
 multi-word chunks    23, 60–80, 184    
  Multiple choice     198–9    
  Multiple matching     205–7    
 multiple meanings of words    45–6      

 names    95–105   
    countries    99–100    
    languages    103    
    websites of    97     
 Nation, Paul    220, 222    
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 national stereotypes    101–2    
 nationalities, names for    101–2    
 nations, names of    99–100    
  Nations: what are they good at?     101–2    
 neutral style    6    
 new English words or expressions    193–6    
  New vocabulary     193–6    
 New Zealand English    182–3    
 noises made by animals    58–9    
 noun sets, pronunciation and meaning    123–5    
 noun to verb conversion    47–52, 196    
 nouns    90–1   
    associations between    136–8    
    compound nouns    79–80    
     From Greek and Latin(1)     92–3    
    meaning and pronunciation    136–8       

 obsolete lexical items    193    
 odd one out    132    
 offensive terms    6    
  Once upon a time     152    
  One-to-one matching     202–4    
  Online Etymology Dictionary     54, 189, 192    
 onomatopeia    196    
 open-ended tasks    16    
 opening routine for lessons    23    
 opposites   see   antonyms   
 or, expressions linked by    66–7    
 oral tests    223–7    
 oral work, correcting mistakes    17    
 ordering of items    13, 129–31    
 outcomes, clear and meaningful    17      

  Paired expressions     66–8    
 paraphrases    35    
 participation of all students    17, 234    
 parts of speech  
    different uses of the same word    47–52    
    functional shift of words    196    
    word families    90–1  
  see also   specifi c parts of speech   see also 

   Suffi xes for parts of speech     
  Pass it round     32–4    
 pedagogical aims, sharing with students    16    
 Pelmanism    66, 120–2    
 personal names    96–8    
 personalized activities    17, 139–40    
 phrasal verbs    196   
    meanings of    74–5    
    one-word verb alternative    76–7     
 pictures  
    identifying items in    224    
    learning vocabulary from    38–40     
  Places and things you do there     43–4    
 play titles    78    

 poems  
     Diamante poems     133–4    
     Rhymes and couplets     154     
 polysemous words    45–6    
 prefi xes    5, 85–9, 194–5    
 prepositional verbs    74–7    
 prepositions    64   
    use in phrasal verbs    74–5     
 presenting meanings    11–12    
 presenting new vocabulary    6, 11–13    
 productive and receptive knowledge    16    
 productive aspects of lexical items    4    
 pronunciation  
    rules for prefi xes    86    
    single words    107–34, 47–8, 51    see also 

   Same word, different part of speech     
 pronunciation games    248–50    
 proverbs    23, 69–71    
  Putting it on the map     99–100      

 questioning and hinting    112, 141    
  Quick bingo     119    
 quotations    23, 78      

  Read aloud     223    
 reading comprehension    135    
  Recall and share     108    
 recast technique    17    
 receptive and productive knowledge    16    
 receptive aspects of lexical items    4    
 register  
    appropriate choice of item    6, 179–81    
    Latinate words    189–90     
  Related words     175–6    
 reliability of tests    8    
  Remembering pairs     120–2    
  Repeat after me     225    
 reviewing  
    versus testing    8–9    see also   vocabulary 

review    
  Rewrite more simply     149    
  Rhymes and couplets     154    
  Roget’s Thesaurus of English words and 

phrases     158–9      

  Same word, different part of speech (1)     47–51    
  Same word, different part of speech (2)     52    
  Say if you know it (1)     213–14    
  Say if you know it (2)     215–16    
 Scottish English    182–3    
 Scrabble©    238, 240    
  Scrambled words     235–6    
  Search a page     135    
 self-assessment    8    
 semantic links    4, 6, 126–8, 202–7    
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 semantic sets    6, 12–13    
  Sentence completion     209, 212    
  Finish the sentences     144    
 sentence composition tests    212, 215–16    
 sentence context, words to fi t    32–4    
 sentence creation    138    
 sentence endings, hedges    67    
  Short words from a longer one     231–2    
 shortening of words    195    
  Show and tell!     24    
 simplifi cation    149    
 Singaporean English    182–3    
 Single items    106–132    
  Single-word dictation     110    
 slang terms    6, 179    
 SMS texting, abbreviations used    41–2    
  Sort them out (1)     126–7    
  Sort them out (2)     128    
 sorting    126–32    
 South African English    182–3    
  Special dates     104–5    
 spelling  
    reasons for odd spellings in English    185–7    
    rules for prefi xes    86    
    single words    107–34     
 Spelling games    229–36    
  Spelling history     185–7    
 spoken form of lexical items    4    
 Spoken tests    223–7    
 stereotyping    101–2    
 story construction    152    
 stressed syllable in words    47–8, 51    
 students  
    choice of items to teach    24–5    
    design of own tests    221    
    learning lists of vocabulary items    14–15    
    participation in activities    17, 234    
    personalized activities    17, 139–40    
    presentations by    140, 188    
    selection of items for testing    220    
    self-assessment    213–16    
    vocabulary-learning strategies    13–14     
 suffi xes    5, 81–4, 85–9, 194–5    
  Suffi xes for parts of speech     81–4    
 summative assessment    7–8    
 superordinates    6, 27–8, 175–6    
 syllables, stressed syllable in words    47–8, 51    
 synonyms    6, 13, 35, 133–4   
    subtle differences in meaning    162–4    

see also   thesauri      

 task setting  
    clarifying objectives    16    
    defi ning clear goals    146    
    for faster workers    153    

    levels of challenge    127    
    sharing pedagogical aims with students    16    
    time allocated to activities    63, 86, 230     
  Teacherly  website    242    
 teaching   see   vocabulary teaching   
 testing  
    versus reviewing    8–9  
  see also   vocabulary assessement   see also 

  vocabulary testing    
 text  
    learning words from    37    
    recognising words in    37     
 texting, abbreviations used    41–2    
 thesauri    163   
    Advanced vocabulary study    156–61    
    associated words and phrases    175–6    
    use of    35    
    ways they can help students    158–9     
 Thornbury, Scott    78    
 time allocation  
    activities    63, 86, 230    
    homework    63     
 titles of books, plays or movies    78    
  Tongue twisters     248    
  Translate     217    
 translation    15   
    computer translations    170    
    precise meaning within a context    171    
    subtle differences in meaning    165–6    
    use of    11–12     
  Translation bloopers     170    
  Translation dictation     111    
 translation programs    14    
 translation tests    217    
  True or false     140    
 twitter, abbreviations used    41–2      

 Using dictionaries and thesauri    156–161      

 validity of tests    8    
 verb phrases describing activities/events    43–4    
 verb to noun conversion    47–52, 196    
 verbs    90–1   
    phrasal verbs    74–7     
 visual materials    16    
  VocabProfi le  website    222    
 vocabulary  
    defi nition    3    
    how much learners need to know    3–4    
    importance of    3–4     
 vocabulary assessment    7–9   
    corrective feedback    8    
    diagnostic assessment    8    
    formative assessment    7–8    
    general/overall vocabulary knowledge    8    
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 vocabulary assessment (cont.)      
    lexical frequency profi le    8    
    reliability of tests    8    
    self-assessment    8    
    specifi c vocabulary knowledge    8    
    summative assessment    7–8    
    testing versus reviewing    8–9    
    validity of tests    8     
 Vocabulary expansion    13, 20–105   
    Building on contexts and associations  

  27–59    
    Building on the individual    21–6    
    Building on word structure    81–95    
    Focus on word combinations    60–80    
    Names    95–105    see also   Advanced 

vocabulary study    
  Vocabulary from a picture     38–40    
 Vocabulary Knowledge Scale    226    
 vocabulary-learning strategies for 

students    13–14    
 Vocabulary review    106–54   
    ideas for quick review    15    
    items in context    135–54    
    making it more interesting    16    
    purpose of review activities    106    
    single items    107–134     
 vocabulary teaching    6–7    
 vocabulary teaching FAQs    9–17   
    adapting a coursebook text    10    
    additional items to teach    10–11    
    classroom language    11    
    clear and meaningful outcome    16    
    clear task objectives    16    
    correcting mistakes    17    
    error feedback    17    
    game-like strategies    16    
    ideas for quick vocabulary review    15    
    lexical sets    12–13    
    lists of vocabulary items to learn    14–15    
    making vocabulary review more 

interesting    16    
    number of new words per session    11    
    open-ended tasks    16    
    participation of all students    17    
    personalization by students    17    
    presenting meanings    11–12    
    presenting new vocabulary    11–13    
    recast technique    17    
    receptive and productive knowledge    16    
    selection of items to teach    9–11    
    semantic sets    12–13    
    sharing pedagogical aims    16    
    use of higher-order thinking skills    16    
    use of translation    11–12    
    use of visual materials    16    
    useful learning    16    

    using translation    15    
    vocabulary-learning strategies for students  

  13–14    
    ways to use dictionaries    12     
 Vocabulary testing    197–227   
    marking scheme    201    
    multiple choice test technique    199    
    notifying students of time left    204    
    optional section for fast workers    219    
    overall vocabulary knowledge    222    
    Spoken tests    223–7    
    test instructions and example    210    
    use of translation    217    
    written tests    198–22     
  VOICE  corpus    183    
 vowels, fi lling-in missing ones    109      

 Wajnryb, Ruth    153    
  What can the dictionary tell me?     156–7    
  What can the thesaurus tell me?     158–9    
  What did this word mean before?     192    
  What goes with this item?     218–19    
  What more do you know about this 

word?     227    
  What other meanings does it have?     45–6    
  What usually goes with this word? (1)     60–1    
  What usually goes with this word?  (2)  62–3   
  What would you like to be called?     96–8    
  What’s in the picture?     224    
  What’s the best way to translate…?     171    
  Which did I erase?     150    
  Which words do we know?     37    
  Woof! Woof!     58–9    
 word association    31    
 word association tests    218–19    
 word combinations    60–80    
 word components (morphemes)    5    
  Word dominoes     123–5    
 word families    5    
  Word families     90–1    
 Word games    237–47    
 word knowledge testing    226–7    
  Word of the day     23    
 word structure    81–95    
  Wordnik  website    163    
 words, in-depth study of specifi c words    188    
  Words beginning with…     245–6    
  Words from letters     229–30    
  Words that are the same in my 

language     53–5    
  Words without vowels     109    
  Wordsearch     241–3    
  Write sentences     212    
 written form of lexical items    4    
 Written tests    198–22    
 written work, correcting mistakes    17    
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